INFOR RETAIL

Infor Warehouse
Management System
for retailers

Engineered for speed, choice, and change
As a retail company, intense competition is your business reality, each and
every day. You need to enable the smooth, accurate, and timely flow of goods
to your stores and customers. You need a holistic, scalable software solution
that efficiently executes core distribution processes, while maintaining realtime inventory at the discrete location level, allowing you to quickly move
the right product to the right location at the lowest cost. Infor® Supply Chain
Execution is that solution.

Clear the way for more business—faster
With Infor SCE, you can eliminate obstacles to fast information flow, empowering you to
operate your business at a quicker pace and deliver more customer value at a lower cost.
Our comprehensive toolkit includes everything you need for warehouse management, labor
management, task management, and transportation management in a single unified solution.
Its scalable design allows Infor SCE to process high order volumes, while processing
traditional brick-and-mortar and e-commerce shipments from the same inventory. Built from
the ground up with the functionality of six warehouse management solutions, Infor SCE
combines best-of-breed functionality with a modern user experience that includes mobility
consoles, web RF, voice support, in-context reports, and business intelligence dashboards.

Flexible and actionable
With Infor SCE, you get the flexibility and configurability retailers need to operate an agile,
omni-channel business. The solution takes advantage of Infor ION®, a new generation of
business middleware that puts better information into the hands of users, faster. As the
underlying architecture for Infor SCE, Infor ION streamlines your workflow—and enables
flexible deployment options including on-premises, in the cloud, and hosted.
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Master the challenge of omni-channel
fulfillment with Infor SCE

Optimize your workforce

Optimize your facility

Utilize Infor SCE’s embedded
Labor Management to monitor
your workforce in real time and
provide immediate feedback to
optimize performance.

With innovative features
such as cross-docking, web
receiving, attribute capture
(including serialization), multi
sequenced put-away, task
interleaving, dynamic slotting,
wave management, and shipping
(LTL and small parcel), you
can optimize processes while
reducing operational cost.

Achieve greater visibility
Interactive dashboards, reports,
mobile applications, analytics,
and business intelligence
provide managers and
supervisors with actionable
information.

Realize the full potential of
your business
Infor SCE is a unified solution that gives
you the scalability and configuration
you need to thrive. With Infor SCE, you
get the tools that power the free flow
of information, so you can automate
complex and repetitive processes.
Appointment scheduling with calendar
view at date, door, time
Workstation, paper, and RF receiving
RF capture attributes (serialization
numbers, catch weigh, expiration,
perishable, etc.)
Supports bill of lading and advanced
ship notices

Integrate easily
Infor ION seamlessly integrates
various supply chain applications
using a defined set of XML APIs.

Collaborate and
communicate
Infor SCE and Infor Ming.le™
allow you to create and send
notifications and alerts across
applications and throughout
the organizational structure.

Support crossdock, opportunistic crossdock, followthrough
System controlled quality control
Configurable putaway plans at item
zone level
Inventory management (workstation and
RF views)
Wave management
Replenishment (voice & labor enabled)
Picking (voice & labor enabled)
E-commerce packing and consolidation
Loading (voice and labor enabled)
Shipping
Kewill Integration for small parcel
Task management (interleaving)
Labor management
Transportation management
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